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TTOOMMBB TTYYPPEESS AANNDD LLAAYYOOUUTT OOFF AA MMIIDDDDLLEE BBRROONNZZEE IIIIAA  CCEEMMEETTEERRYY AATT

TTEELLLL EELL--DDAABBccAA,,  AARREEAA FF//II..  EEGGYYPPTTIIAANN AANNDD NNOONN--EEGGYYPPTTIIAANN FFEEAATTUURREESS

The presence of “Asiatics”1 at the site of Tell el-
Dabca in the northeastern Nile Delta can be docu-
mented from stratum d/2 (phase H, late 12th

Dynasty) onwards.2 It has long been held that for the
early Tell el-Dabca phases H and G/4 (MB IIA,3 ca.
1820–1750 BC), the Lebanese and Syrian coastal
regions, and Byblos in particular, were of special
importance,4 both as a commercial contact zone and
as a possible origin for the settlers at Tell el-Dabca.
The genesis of the site has been described as develop-
ing from a “colony of merchants, craftsmen and sailors
from the area of Byblos”5 from the end of the 12th

Dynasty onwards and the view of Tell el-Dabca as a
partner harbor to Byblos had been put forward6. This
opinion is not only based on the historically well doc-
umented close and special relationship which Byblos
and Egypt traditionally held7, but also on the pres-
ence of various distinct groups of Levantine imports
found in the settlement and the tombs of these early
layers at Tell el-Dabca. Artifacts found at Tell el-
Dabca with a clustering of parallels in the Syro-
Lebanese coastal region are for example the pottery
of the “Levantine Painted Ware”,8 some types of
large “Canaanite jars”, both with9 and without han-
dles,10 the so-called “Dipper-juglets”,11 certain types
of bronzes such as a curved knife with a curled tip12

or the “duckbill” axe.13 The distribution of the latter
(see Fig. 1) shows a clear preponderance of finds in
the northern Levant, with Byblos as one of the cen-

ters. Typological comparisons need to be supported
by petrographic14 and metallurgical15 studies and
such projects have been completed or are underway,
which will hopefully increase our understanding of
the production centers and patterns of distribution.
As concerns the pottery, petrographic analysis con-
firms the strong typological links established to the
northern coastal Levant.16

However, when looking at the whole picture which
the tombs of the strata d/2 and d/1 (H and G/4) pre-
sent, that is taking all aspects of funerary culture
into consideration, the links to this coastal region are
weakened, or better, are offset by other features.
These can be roughly divided into two groups: Near
Eastern features, which, however, are not document-
ed in the Syrian- and Lebanese coastal region, as for
example donkey burials in front of the tombs,17 and
Egyptian features, such as for example the use of
sarcophagi and coffins. It is the choice, combination
and possible local adaptation of all these different
aspects, which constitute the culture we are dis-
cussing. Here some of those aspects of the funerary
culture, which are considered Egyptian, shall be dis-
cussed: tomb architecture and cemetery layout.18

11..  OOVVEERRVVIIEEWW OOFF TTHHEE TTOOMMBB AARRCCHHIITTEECCTTUURREE

In tomb construction basic differences between the
“Asiatics” in the Delta and the Levant are evident. In
choosing a type of construction the topography of
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the site and the available building materials are of
preeminent importance. In short, the builders of the
tombs have to adapt their concepts to the local envi-
ronment, which, undoubtedly, shape their concepts. 

While burials in caves could be considered the “typ-

ical tomb” of this period in the Levantine coastal
region, as for example at sites in the mountains near
Sidon,19 at Beirut20 and Byblos,21 structural tombs in
stone exist, but are rare. Examples can be cited at Ras
el-cAin/Aphek,22 Sidon23 and Tell cArqa.24
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19 At Lebeca, Kafer-¢arra, Qraye, P.E. GUIGES 1937, figs. 2,
16, 30, 33, 39, 55, 56.

20 Kharji tombs, R. SAIDAH 1993–1994.
21 E. g. M. DUNAND 1964, pls. I–II.

22 J. ORY 1938, figs. 2–6.
23 C. DOUMET-SERHAL 2001, 162–167.
24 J.-P. THALMANN 2000, 50–54, fig. 41.
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The most common structural tomb from the Nile
Delta is built of sun dried sandy mud bricks. It
should be noted that burnt brick is never employed at
Tell el-Dabca, nor are parts of the construction ever
built of stone or of rubble. 

Tombs built of stone are very rare in the Delta at
all times. Examples from the Middle Kingdom are
the tomb of Khesu the Elder in Kom el-Hisn25 and a
group of chambers from the mayoral cemetery at
Bubastis.26 The construction of low-lying tomb pits
or chambers accessed via deep shafts was not an
option in the Delta, due to the threat of rising water.
Therefore, the tomb chambers at Tell el-Dabca were
always set in pits which were not much deeper than
necessary to accommodate the chamber. 

The mud brick chamber tomb constitutes an
enduring tomb type of the Delta. In a stratigraphic
excavation, as in Tell el-Dabca, the chronologically
diagnostic variations of the architecture, be they in
building materials or types of roofing, become evi-
dent. Very little comparative architecture is, howev-
er, available when discussing the Tell el-Dabca tombs.
While brick roofing of tombs is often mentioned in
site reports, such as at Kom el-Hisn27 or Bubastis,28

they are rarely elaborated on and detailed drawings
or photographs are not provided. The tombs of the
site of Tell el-Dabca present the first large scale
detailed documentation of such mud brick construc-
tions in Egypt. 

The chamber tombs of the strata d/2 and d/1
stand at the beginning of this “sequence” and some
characteristic features of this period shall be present-
ed in the following. One such feature is the great
degree of variation within vault constructions. In

1982 Edwin van den Brink published his fundamen-
tal analysis of tomb architecture at Tell el-Dabca,
which was mainly based on Second Intermediate
Period tombs, because that is what had been primar-
ily discovered until then. The picture emerging for
that period was a fairly homogenous one, with all
vaulted mud brick chamber tombs falling into three
main groups: the single vaulted tomb, with two sub-
types, the double vaulted tomb, with three main sub-
types, and the vaulted chamber tomb with brick
lined shaft. New Second Intermediate Period tombs
unearthed since then generally fit well into van den
Brink’s typological classification. However, with the
discovery of the earliest cemeteries of str. d/2 and d/1
at Tell el-Dabca in the 1980ies in the area of F/I, a
different picture emerged. To a surprising degree
additional types are present, many of which were
eventually abandoned. 

The cemeteries of str. d/2 and d/1 were both erect-
ed to the south of a residential area, which in str. d/2
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25 D.P. SILVERMAN 1988.
26 S. FARID 1964, 86, fig. 3; further limestone vaults from

Bubastis are discussed in C. VAN SICLEN 1990, 189, Abb. 1.

27 A. HAMADA and S. FARID 1947, 102–103, pls. XXII, L, LII.
28 S. FARID 1964.
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centered on a building of the Syrian “Mittelsaal-
haus”-type above which in str. d/1 a very large pala-
tial compound was erected.29 The cemetery area
seems to have been used only for funerary purposes.

An overview of tomb types from these two strata
(see Figures 2 and 3) shows that structural tombs
dominate in both (Str. d/2: 87 %; Str. d/1: 92 %). 

A tomb type very characteristic for str. d/2 is a
small cist tomb for a child (type 3). These often hap-
hazard constructions have very different shapes from
square and rectangular to round and oval. They are
generally covered with bricks laid flat, are only one
or two courses of bricks high and the children
interred in these are very young, from newborns to
small infants. The use of Canaanite Jars as burial
containers, typical for the interment of this age
group in later periods at Tell el-Dabca, is not docu-
mented in these strata. With the disappearance of
separate burials of such young children in the ceme-
tery by the next stratum (d/1), this tomb type van-
ishes as well. 

22..  TTOOMMBBSS WWIITTHH BBAARRRREELL VVAAUULLTTSS

Simple chamber tombs, with various types of roof-
ing, are the most common tombs in both strata: in
str. d/2 they constitute 62 %, in str. d/1 80 % of all
types. 

The remains of superstructures built of mud brick
have been found above very different types of cham-
ber tombs, but never above pit burials, jar burials,
cist tombs, tomb chambers with a gabled roof and
tomb chambers with a single, simple barrel vault.
That is they are found above different types of dou-
ble and triple vaulted tombs and tombs with special
vaults, such as domical constructions or barrel vaults
ending in half-domes. The absence of superstructures
is in many cases also due to recent agricultural activ-
ity at the site, as the original horizon has been
removed in most places. Thus, only the foundation
layers of such superstructures could, at best, be doc-
umented and it is reasonable to argue that in this
necropolis originally many more chamber tombs had
possessed structures above ground. 

Small chambers can be covered with a gabled roof
(here type 4, van den Brink type III a and b).30 While
this type is rare in these strata (two examples in str.

d/2, one example in str. d/1) it is very consistent and
can be documented throughout all strata at Tell el-
Dabca until the end of the Second Intermediate Peri-
od.31

The most common type of roofing for chambers
are barrel vaults, which are set on top of the sidewalls
and between the entrance wall and the rear wall of
the chamber. In str. d/2 the single layer barrel vault32

(type 5) is the most common vaulting and is used for
37.7 % of all chamber tombs. 

In the single layer barrel vaults the bricks of the
vaults are usually set in a right angle to the axis of
the chamber. Rarely, and only in str. d/2 and not in
any other stratum, the single vault is constructed of
bricks laid in the axis of the chamber, as is shown by
the type 5 c, below, (Fig. 4).

When laying the bricks in a right angle to the axes
of the chamber (types 5 a and b), various systems
were devised in order to avoid overlap between the
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29 See in particular M. BIETAK 1984 a; D. EIGNER 1985; M.
BIETAK 1991 b.

30 E. VAN DEN BRINK 1982, 20, fig. 15–16.
31 See M. BIETAK 1991 a, 210; I. FORSTNER-MÜLLER 2002 a;

eadem, 2002 b, 169, fig. 6.

32 van den Brink type IV a, see E. VAN DEN BRINK 1982, 21–22;
plus additional variations in str. d/2, discovered after van
den Brink’s compilation. 

Fig. 4  Tomb with barrel vault, bricks laid in the axis of the
chamber 

Fig. 5  Tomb with single layer barrel vault, using a sloping
brick in every second course.

1st course 2nd course
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crevices between the brick courses. In very rare cases
this was ignored, and all courses of the vault were
built identically, creating long straight crevices run-
ning parallel to the axis of the chamber. Usually, how-
ever, the second courses start or end with half bricks
or sloping bricks are used for the beginning and end of
a course. In single layer vaults such sloping bricks jut
out of the barrel vault (Fig. 5).33

This type of vaulting had not been documented
in Egypt apart from Tell el-Dabca and other sites in
the eastern Nile Delta associated with the Syro-
Palestinian Middle Bronze age culture and it would
therefore seem obvious to find technical parallels for
this feature in that region.34 However, the scarcity of
documented vaulting or any form of Middle Bronze
Age brick architecture in the Levant35 makes clarifi-
cation of this question difficult. Even if we look fur-
ther a field to the Syrian Gezira tradition of brick
built tombs we find roughly contemporary examples
at Chagar Bazar,36 Mohammed Diyab37 or Tell
Barri/Kahat,38 which show distinctly different tradi-
tions that offer no compelling parallels. In the exten-
sive study of Near Eastern vaulting by Roland
Besenval39 no parallel for this type of sloping brick
construction can be found. However, in the meantime
further Egyptian parallels can be cited: A long vault-
ed subterranean storage room in a 6th Dynasty (late
24th– early 22nd century BC) Mastaba at Balat, in the
Dakhla Oasis, shows precisely this feature of bricks
jutting out of every second course, creating, in the
words of the excavator, the effect of a comb on the
exterior of the vault.40 In the New Kingdom ceme-
tery at Tell Hebua, on Sinai, a mud-brick vaulted
tomb also was constructed in this manner.41

It thus is becoming clear that this feature is nei-
ther based on a Near Eastern model nor is it a local
Eastern Nile Delta development, but stands in an
Egyptian tradition, for which we simply lacked doc-
umentation.42 Our picture of Egyptian vaulting
remains very patchy43 and the singularity of some

Tell el-Dabca constructions probably should not be
overemphasized. 

By str. d/1 the share of single layer barrel vaults
had receded to 7.7 % of all chamber tomb roofs. This
decrease is primarily due to increase of size of the
chambers in this stratum, reflecting the shift from
the cemetery of str. d/2, in which a wide spectrum of
society is buried, towards a necropolis exclusively for
the local elite in str. d/1. With the bigger size of the
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33 van den Brink type IV a, see E. VAN DEN BRINK 1982,
21–22.

34 E. VAN DEN BRINK 1982, 21–22.
35 See however the increasing recent evidence of mud brick

construction, e.g. at Jericho/Tell es-Sultan (N. MARCHETTI,
lecture at 2nd Euro Conference in Vienna, May 2003), Sidon
(C. DOUMET-SERHAL 2001, 162), Beirut (L. BADRE 1997, 22)
and Tell cArqa (J.-P. THALMAN 2000, 36–39). No complete
or reconstructable mud brick vaults have to date been doc-
umented in this region. 

36 M. MALLOWAN 1937, fig. 8.
37 L. BACHELOT 1992, fig. 1, pl. IV, Nr. 1, 2.

38 P.E. PECORELLA 1998, fig. 3.
39 R. BESENVAL 1984.
40 Mastaba II, Ima-Pepi, “Magasin Nord-Est”, A. MINAULT-

GOUT 1992, 47–48, pl. 24 D.
41 I thank I. FORSTNER-MÜLLER, W. MÜLLER and J. DORNER

for pointing this out to me; for publication of the site see J.
DORNER 1996.

42 For the problems of documenting vaults in general, see M.
NOVAK and J. SCHMID 2001.

43 For most recent studies on Egyptian vaults see A.J.
SPENCER 1979, D. ARNOLD 1994, 92–93, S. EL-NAGGAR 1999.

Fig. 6  Bullet diagram showing distribution of wall thickness
of sidewalls of chambers of tombs from strata d/2 and d/1
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tombs, the layers of vaulting increase to two and
three for most chambers.44 Correspondingly, the walls
of the chambers have to be strengthened as well. The
bullet diagram on Fig. 6 expresses the marked differ-
ence in chamber wall thickness between str. d/2 and
d/1. The chambers are not only more massively con-
structed, they are also deeper: The most shallow
chamber in str. d/2 is three layers deep, in str. d/1 six
layers deep, the deepest in str. d/2 is 11 layers, in str.
d/1 17 layers deep. 

Within domestic architecture both in Egypt45 and
the Near East46 the use of wall thickness has been
identified as a possible means for representing status.
This seems to hold true for the construction of mud
brick tombs as well: Not all of these features are
architectural necessities due to the increases in cham-
ber volume or the results of new constructional chal-
lenges. For example, the thickness of the vaults could
vary between similarly dimensioned chambers, indi-
cating that such individual features could also be
employed in order to signify status. The high degree
of variation could also be considered indicative of a
phase of experimentation. 

Double vaults are represented in many variations.
Frequently, the sloping bricks are employed in the
beginning of a course. As they are usually only used
on the inner course, they do not jut out. Rarely, and
only in str. d/2, are they also used on the outer course,
causing them to stand out of the vault, as with the
single layer vaults. Double chambers – two parallel
adjoining tomb chambers – are always covered with
two double vaults. 

Variations of the double vault are outer layers
using radially laid bricks, tomb type 6 c (Fig. 7).47

This type is the most common vault in str. d/1 (30
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44 Possibly even four layers in two cases, but the vaults had
collapsed and the reconstruction remains uncertain in this
regard.

45 C. VON PILGRIM 1996, 208.

46 E. HEINRICH und U. SEIDL 1968, 5.
47 This type equals van den Brink type V b, E. VAN DEN BRINK

1982, 24.

Fig. 7  Tomb chamber covered with a double barrel vault,
bricks in inner layer laid in a right angle to the chamber axis, 

outer layer using radially laid bricks

Fig. 8  Vaults in tomb 1 at Qattah (after E. CHASSINAT, H. GAUTHIER and H. PIERON 1906, figs. 4 and 5)
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% of all chamber tombs) and generally associated
with tombs with superstructures. Less common is the
use of radial bricks for both layers, which is a type of
vault only known in str. d/1. 

The variety in vault-types reaches its apex in
some of the large tombs of str. d/1. Triple vaults
(type 7) appear in two different combinations, with
one or two outer layers using radially laid bricks.
Whereas at Tell el-Dabca these multiple layered
vaults are restricted to str. d/1, by Middle Kingdom
Egyptian standards such constructions are not very
unusual. On Fig. 8 are for example the vaults from
tombs at the early Middle Kingdom site of Qattah in
the western Nile Delta.48

33..  TTOOMMBBSS WWIITTHH OOTTHHEERR TTYYPPEESS OOFF VVAAUULLTTSS::  DDOOMMIICCAALL

CCOONNSSTTRRUUCCTTIIOONNSS

Another group of tombs has domical vaults, a type of
construction again restricted to these two strata
(type 8), see Fig. 9. They are not true domes but have
a flattened shape, constructed of antithetic rings of
brick joined in the middle. Parallels for this general-
ly rare type exist in a late Old Kingdom tomb in Ele-
phantine49 and in the vault construction covering a
room of the Old Assyrian temple at Tell Rimah,50 see
Fig. 10. 

Also only in these strata combinations of barrel
vaults and this domical constriction exist in the form
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48 E. CHASSINAT, H. GAUTHIER and H. PIERON 1906, figs. 4, 5,
14.

49 S. SEIDLMAYER 1980, 286, fig. 13 a.
50 D. OATES 1969, 14, pl. V a.

Fig. 9  Tell el-Dabca, F/I-n/21-tomb 10, domical vault, view looking north

Fig. 10  Tell Rimah, Old Assyrian Temple, domical vault
covering room AS 1 a (R. BESENVAL 1984, pl. 115, after 

D. OATES 1969, pl. V a)
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of barrel vaults with domical or apsidal ends (type 9),
see Fig. 11. 

In the case shown in Fig. 11, both ends are con-
structed as half domes, in another variation, only the
rear end is constructed in such a way, while the barrel
vault merges into the entrance wall of the chamber. 

In a very remarkable reduction in types, by the
next stratum all of these vault types disappear at
Tell el-Dabca. It should be emphasized that this
development must not only be interpreted chronolog-
ically, as the tombs of str. d/1 represent an elite ceme-
tery including some of the largest and most luxuri-
ously equipped tombs found at Tell el-Dabca. The
necropolis was associated with a palatial residence,
and the people interred in these tombs, while main-
taining some of their Near Eastern cultural back-
ground, were in many ways closely linked to the
Egyptian state. Possibly the wealth of vaulting tech-
niques used during this phase is to be linked to the
strong Egyptian contacts. 

44..  IINNTTEERRNNAALL AANNDD EEXXTTEERRNNAALL EEGGYYPPTTIIAANN FFEEAATTUURREESS

The planning of the cemetery was conceived in an
Egyptian mindset. This finds its expression in both
small and large features of the cemetery. Both inter-
nal measurements of tomb chambers and external
features such as the layout of the necropolis make
use of exact Egyptian measurement, the Egyptian
cubit, which equals 52.3 to 52.5 cm.51 It should be
noted, however, that the Egyptian cubit might

already have been established as unit of measure-
ment in some Near Eastern regions in the Early
Bronze Age.52

Tomb m/19-Nr. 22 is part of the row of six par-
ticularly prominent tombs constructed immediately
south of the palatial residence (Fig. 12) in str. d/1.
These tombs cut into the original garden layout built
in connection with the palace. Both their size and
their placement near the focus of the necropolis, the
palace, emphasize the importance of this row of
tombs. While the precise function of the palace is not
known, it is likely that functionaries associated with
it were buried in these prominent constructions.53

The internal design of the tomb is constructed
according to exact Egyptian measurements: for
example, the internal width of the tomb chamber in
the east is 3 cubits, the niche in the west is 2.7 m
long and 1.12 m wide, that is 5 cubits and 1 hand
width × 2 cubits and 1 hand width.54 The tomb
chamber possesses a singular shape with a niche in
the west, which mirrors the layout of a bedroom in
Egyptian domestic architecture. Two such bed-
rooms were found in the palatial residence immedi-
ately to the north, the western one can be seen in
Fig. 12. The room is located to the east of the four-
pillared hall and is marked by the thickened walls in
the south, which thus create the bed niche. Such
alcoves have been noted as bedrooms in many
domestic contexts,55 such as in the Middle Kingdom
sites of Kahun56 and Dahshur.57
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51 This also holds true for the palatial building north or the
cemetery, as already shown by D. EIGNER 1985, 25; for the
Egyptian cubit in general see for example D. ARNOLD 1994,
74.

52 P. DE MIROSCHEDJI 2001.
53 M. BIETAK 1991 b, 71–72.
54 For measurements of Middle Kingdom royal tomb cham-

bers, see D. ARNOLD 1987, 31.

55 For later New Kingdom examples of such rooms at Deir el-
Medineh and a discussion of possible other functions, see L.
MESKELL 1999, 99–102. 

56 W.M.F. PETRIE 1891, pl. XIV; H. RICKE 1932, 52–54; B.J.
KEMP 1989, 150–153, figs. 53–54.

57 Building south of causeway of pyramid of Amenemhet III.,
DI. ARNOLD 1987, Taf. 36.

Fig. 11  Long narrow barrel vault with two half domes as ends (F/I-o/20 tomb 11)
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Fig. 12  Tell el-Dabca, area F/I, str. d/1, southwestern part of palatial residence and tombs to the south, 
cutting into the original garden layout (map by R. Schiestl and N. Math)
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Fig. 13  Pyramid complex of Senwosret II at Lahun (after W.M.F. PETRIE, G. BRUNTON and M. MURRAY 1923, pl. III)
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58 D. EIGNER 1996, fig. 3.
59 C. VON PILGRIM 1996, 216.
60 C. VAN SICLEN 1996, 243, fig. 8.
61 H. RICKE 1932, 52–54; summary of data by A. ENDRUWEIT

1994, 90–103.
62 See R. SCHLICHTING 1984, 642.
63 S. SEIDLMAYER 2001, 227–230.
64 C. LILIQUIST 1974, 28, pl. II c, III a.
65 Tomb 58; W.M.F. PETRIE, G. WAINWRIGHT and E. MACKAY

1912, 35, pl. XXX; The model bed is in the collection of the

Petrie Museum at University College London (UC. 16139);
For a Middle Kingdom/SIP (?) bed model from a funerary
context, see also Dra Abu el-Naga, Cemetery VI, Univ. of
Pennsylvania Museum 29-86-605, E.A. EVANS 2000, 28,
figs. 3–33.

66 G. ROBINS 1996, 27–30, see also L. MESKELL 1999.
67 M. BIETAK 1994.
68 D. ARNOLD 1979, pl. 49.
69 W.M.F. PETRIE, G. BRUNTON und M. MURRAY 1923, pl. III.
70 W.M.F. PETRIE, G. BRUNTON und M. MURRAY 1923, 11. 
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Tomb m/19-Nr. 22 stands exactly at a right
angle to the bedroom, however, if we put the sar-
cophagus, of which large fragments were found in
the tomb, in the niche oriented east west, it would
be oriented exactly like a bed would have been in
the residence. It has been noted that these two Tell
el-Dabca bedrooms are among the largest ever dis-
covered in Egypt, equaled only by some later royal
examples.58 The architectural designation of a spe-
cific room as a bedroom can as such be considered
an expression of high status, as is shown by lower
class Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate
Period houses in Elephantine, where such clear
ascriptions can not be made.59 While there is no
direct access from the residence to the cemetery,
the proximity of the two bedrooms to the cemetery
is striking. This is paralleled by the placement of
the “ceremonial bedroom” chamber in the mayoral
building at Bubastis,60 again placed near the adjoin-
ing mayoral necropolis. 

Further parallels between these constructions
exist: The vault of this tomb has completely van-
ished, yet there can be no doubt that it originally was
covered with a barrel vault of two to three layers.
While in the domestic context no roofing of bed-
rooms remains, it has been convincingly argued that
vaults also covered these alcoves,61 whereas the rest of
the house probably had a flat roof. 

The rather obvious association of sleep and death
was also made in Egypt,62 while the analogy of
“death as eternal sleep” is a notion which certainly
falls short of the complex concept of Egyptian after-
life. However, within tombs a sleeping position is
often recreated, from the positioning of the body, to
the addition of a headrest, as used for sleeping.63 If a
tomb represents the house for the dead, the sarcoph-
agus or coffin represents the bed. In an early Middle
Kingdom tomb at Memphis, the walls of the funerary
chamber were decorated like the room of a house,
with doors, columns and windows.64 In a late Middle

Kingdom tomb at Hawara, the owner was also
equipped with the model of a bed.65 Furthermore, the
bed-coffin analogy could express more associations
than sleeping, namely sexuality and fertility as
aspects of rebirth.66

It is here argued that this very Egyptian bedroom
layout was transplanted into a funerary context, pos-
sibly to emphasize the link between the person buried
here and the residence. 

But also on a grander scale, the layout of the
cemetery offers more examples for the application of
Egyptian measurements and concepts. To the east of
this row of six particularly prominent tombs (Fig.
12), at a distance between 13 and 15 m, a row of six
tree pits was laid out. Planting trees near or around
tombs is a very old Egyptian tradition and M. Bietak
has convincingly argued for linking this layout with
the ancient necropolis (or shrines of gods) of Sais and
Buto.67

What is also most remarkable is the exact system
maintained in the layout of the tree pits. The dis-
tance between the centers of one tree pit to the next
is exactly 10 Egyptian cubits. For such a layout two
Middle Kingdom royal parallels can be cited, the
temple of Mentuhotep at Deir el Bahari and the pyra-
mid complex of Senwosret II at Lahun. The former
possessed a garden flanking the ramp ascending to
the temple. It consisted of rows of larger and small-
er tree pits originally containing tamarisk and
sycamore trees. The distance between the smaller tree
pits is roughly 5,3 m or 10 Egyptian cubits.68 The
pyramid of Senwosret II (see Fig. 13) had been sur-
rounded by a single file of trees.69 As in Tell el-Dabca,
it was unfortunately not possible to identify what
tree had originally been planted, but again, the tree
pits show an exact distance of 10 Egyptian cubits to
each other.70

So the “Asiatics” at Tell el-Dabca did not only
employ exact Egyptian measurements, their model
was royal Egyptian. 
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55..  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN

Despite its strong links in material culture to the
northern coastal Levant, the Tell el-Dabca MB IIA
culture represents a cultural mix. While taking into
account that the association of material culture with
ethnicity is fraught with many problems,71 in analyz-
ing this culture, two factors should be considered: a
possibly multiethnic community and the high degree
of Egyptianisation of the “Asiatics”. The multieth-
nic character of harbor-towns has been stated for the
New Kingdom harbor of perw-nefer, which, accord-
ing to a theory M. Bietak recently put forward, could
be possibly located at Tell el-Dabca and not Mem-
phis.72 A similar model, on a much more modest scale,
could also be envisioned for late Middle Kingdom Tell

el-Dabca. Such a model could explain the unique
combination of Near Eastern features in some tomb
complexes. 

Secondly, the process of acculturation had possi-
bly already begun before the “Asiatics” settled in
Egypt, as the degree of Egyptianisation of the local
elite at Byblos and presumably other Lebanese and
Syrian coastal centers suggests. 

The cemeteries discussed here offer not the picture
of superficial imitation or adaptation to Egyptian
culture – the people who lived and were buried at the
site of Tell el-Dabca were evidently very knowledge-
able about Egyptian culture. However, possibly it
was precisely the fact that they were not Egyptians,
which allowed them to use aspects of this culture in
new, occasionally unorthodox ways.
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